Summer 2020 Offerings

HTS 3012: Urban Sociology
Look into the realm of urban sociology by exploring the history and current conditions of cities.

Allen Hyde, Asst. Prof., School of History and Sociology

ENGL 1101: Back to the Future
Investigate the history and meaning of the future through popular media, early modern literature, and sustainable development initiatives in Atlanta to understand what lies ahead.

McKenna Rose, Brittain Fellow and Asst. Dir. Of Assessment, Writing and Communication Program

ENGL 1102: The Poetics of Sustainability: Race and the Environment
Explore the intersections of race and the environment as urgent social, political, and ecological issues through the lens of poetry.

Nick Sturm, Brittain Fellow, Writing and Communication Program

LMC 2350: Intro to Social Justice
Look at the economics, politics, and culture of gentrification, and explore ways we might make cities more diverse, sustainable, and inclusive.

George Thomas, Brittain Fellow, Writing and Communication Program

Late short session, June 17 – July 21, 2020